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The Fey Warrior 
 
The Fey Warrior has left the sylvan haunts of enchanted woods to quest among the Younger Races. 
 
Inherent—Fairy Ally 
• Since you were young, a fairy has always sought you out to serve as helper and companion for a 

while. The fairy can provide dim illumination, distract a foe (inflicting –1 to all rolls), or help you 
attack (granting +1 to attack a target). The fairy will not leave your arena willingly—Charm test can 
send the fairy up to 1 arena away as a free action. You speak the fairy language, and most fairies will 
be inclined to be helpful to you. 

 
Limitation—Mundane Culture 
• Greed, grudges, politics, power lust, and systemic injustice are hard for you to understand. Therefore, 

almost nothing about civilization makes sense to you. 
 

Levels Starting Equipment Attribute +/- Experience 
1st   Protector 
2nd  Quester 
3rd   Hero 
4th   Legend 

Forest garb, a ranged weapon, a 
melee weapon. Pouch of trail 
rations. Fishing line and hook. 
 
Starting Coin: 1d12 sp 

Up to 5: -2 
6-8: -1 
9-11: 0 

12-13: +1 
14-15: +2 
16-17: +3 
18-19: +4 

20: +5

      
      

Awesome Points 
used. 
 
Party levels up 
when everyone has 
spent 12 AP. 

 
Available Talents 
 
• Acrobatics. Once per arena. Cut falling damage in half, rounding down. Also, as a focus action, 

maneuver to attack a foe ignoring the foe’s reach weapon AC, shield, and 1 level of armor. 
 
• Block Missiles. Constant ability. You can huddle behind a large shield and deflect 1 Wound from all 

incoming ranged attacks from a 90 degree arc. 
 
• Fey Arrows. Once per arena. Spend 1 Awesome Point on an arrow, and it will count as magic and 

do one of the following: be +1 to hit, hit incorporeal creatures, or do 2 wounds to whatever it hits. 
 
• Fey Pockets. Constant ability. You can carry 1 heavy object without counting it towards 

encumbrance; sometimes things you carry forget to take up space or be so very heavy. 
 
• Fancy Swordplay. Once per arena. Roll attack dice at the same time as those attacking you in melee. 

Trade one of your dice for one of theirs.
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Alternative Adventuring Goals 
1. Some evil force sent an infestation that killed the sentient tree in your village. Find out what. 
2. The dark world and this world have been connected. Stop the coming invasion. 
3. Evil fey desert thieves killed your father, and you’ve always wanted revenge. 
4. You were born with the Mark, and it is your destiny to become a hero and save the world. 
5. A dragon destroyed your glade, all your friends, family, pets. Kill that dragon. 
6. As champion of the fey court, you have been sent out to counter a menace they identified. 
7. You want to see it all, do it all, and experience the best and the worst life can offer. 
8. Sure, they all laugh. But you are sure a boomerang can have combat application. Prove it. 
9. Your sister was kidnapped by pirates. You must rescue her as soon as possible! 
10. You’re pretty sure this is all a dream, so have as much fun as you can before you wake. 
 


